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Flora Lemmens explores the universal meanings of perception and perceptibility, searching for a shared 
state of existence. She sees her work as “fragmented pieces of humanity” - elusive and undefinable.
By asking questions rather than providing an answer, she invites the viewer to move towards a space of 
speculation “where self implies other”.
When we are stuck between poles, what the future will bring is uncertain. We do not know why we do 
certain things or feel a certain way. This is the state of confusion which she describes in SCHISM. 
Flora believes that existence is complicated and, therefore, at some point one should get lost in the 
questions.
In FERMATA, she focuses on how we continually question reality. In music, the Fermata sign (  ) extends 
a note indefinitely. This unspecified prolongation reminds Flora of the humble search for answers which 
characterizes Science and Art. It is a delay - “a delay of answers”. The answers we find are an 
approximation; they cannot define precisely. For her, we should not always be looking for final solutions 
or definite conclusions.
Flora Lemmens is a photographer, musician, poet, and educator. Currently completing her studies at the 
Maastricht Institute of Arts, she won the Golden Hummingbird Award in 2018.
• floralemmens.com



Marie-Claire Krell took a first screenshot in early 2017, after getting her hands on a new phone. 
By summer 2019, she was taking screenshots of screenshots. That same year, towards the end of July, 
Marie-Claire entered a state of mind in which everything seemed to happen in the same moment. A 
psychosis was later diagnosed. Taking screenshots made her feel like she had a grip on passing time 
and, since then, she has continued to capture and reflect on reality through this medium. 
By the time you read this, she will have saved more than 22.810 screenshots on the very same phone 
with which she took her first screenshot.
For SOMETHING IS NOT QUITE RIGHT, she has combined the screenshots and photos taken in the final 
hours before the psychotic episode, developing a cinematic collage.
For her, the work TEASER is “the teaser of a film that nobody else will see.”
Marie-Claire works as an independent artist and curator in the Maas-Rhine Euregion - which she calls 
“the centre of the periphery”. She has initiated six editions of the Beelden op het Vrijthof exhibition, and 
has worked as a Programme Manager for the Very Contemporary Network for seven years. In 2016, she 
started working for the Kunsthaus NRW Kornelimünster. 
After having trained as an artist at the Maastricht Institute of Arts, she graduated in 2008 winning the 
Gilbert-de-Bontridderprijs for her “three-dimensional comic stories” - life-sized sculptures and 
interactive animations.
• marie-claire-krell.nl



Amber Lalieu is interested in the value of authorship, issues connected to appropriation, and the idea of 
originality, at a time when everything has already been done, sampled or reused. Through her work, she 
reflects on the idea of memory and collective nostalgia. 
She is inspired by the dream-like state that she experiences while walking in urban spaces, exploring 
the boundaries separating fiction and reality. Stumbling upon a new image, material or situation, a new 
work emerges. Amber sees these images, materials or situations as surrounded by an obscure 
ghost-like aura. They seem to have been stripped of their original meaning. They are ghost-like residues 
and what remains is hollow: a void. These empty materials shape her fantasy and imagination, 
influencing the way she perceives contemporary life.
At the core of her works, as in MIND MISCHIEFS, SLAY EVERYDAY and in THE SUN AND THE MOON 
AND THE STAR, we have found images and materials. These are archived, processed through digital 
programs, and eventually integrated in the artworks. She manipulates and combines, by screen-printing 
them on her paintings, by making casts, and by producing video and sound works.
Working like this, she keeps one eye on the past, the found and empty, and the other on contemporary 
trends and popular culture - reconsidering what has already been done. She strives for images and 
objects which allow the past and present, intention and residue, found and created to coexist.
• amberlalieu.nl



 
Joep Caenen uses his artistic practice as an opportunity to play, exploring art as a platform - a stage. 
With a varied collection of items, Joep draws inspiration from memories of a childhood abroad, 
embracing the influences of foreign cultures, countries and people. He sees art as the tool which can 
bring people together, enabling shared moments and deeper connections which can surpass cultural or 
individual limits. He searches for interactions, conversations, memories, stories and collective moments.
His works are an expression of the intangible relationship existing between all things and beings. 
Often colourful and playful, they are slightly autobiographical - a translation of personal, past and 
present ‘possibilities’.
Joep loves to manually create, leaving the physical trace of human labour behind in his paintings, 
installations or structures. The works progress instinctively - open to fleeting ideas and collaborations, 
they do not follow a predetermined plan. 
Whatever the final form, the goal is to develop a condition, rather than a self-standing artwork. It is an 
invitation to interact in a space for exchanges or fragments, experiences or lingering thoughts. 
By coming together and by being present in the moment, we may see the world, and those around us 
more clearly.
SOMETHING IS NOT QUITE RIGHT at the Meldkamer features a small hut Joep has made out of 
cardboard. During the exhibition, various organic and spontaneous events will take place inside the hut. 
It is a vehicle for people to share, meet, talk, play games and eat. You are more than welcome to come 
over for a bite, a chat and enjoy whatever is present at the time. Bring your ideas, share, meditate or, if 
you are sleepy, just take a nap.
• joepcaenen.com 



How do we experience reality? 
How do we see others, objects - and the world which surrounds us?
Is it good, bad, mysterious or playful?
What is the truth? And how can we grasp it? 

SOMETHING IS NOT QUITE RIGHT explores the ‘lingering uneasiness’ experienced by a whole 
generation of people. For curator Ana Sous, this feeling connects a personal dimension with global 
dynamics. According to this discourse, there are infinite ways of understanding reality. It is an 
overwhelming ‘polyphony of multiple subjectivities’. By entering the exhibition, we dive into a rabbit 
hole. In this rabbit hole we are confronted with different ways of understand reality. It scrapes at the 
foundations of our personal idea of the truth. Through their artworks, the four participating artists 
question they way we commonly perceive the world which surrounds us, opening up space for wonder 
and new perspectives. Each of them presents a unique way of seeing the world which surrounds us. 
They offer viewers alternative points of view - different ways of perceiving and experiencing the world.

SOMETHING IS NOT QUITE RIGHT is the third of the exhibition series ART THROUGH THE WINDOW 
initiated by The Artist and The Others. The aim is to provide space for emerging talents working in the 
city of Maastricht while promoting the creation of fair art practices within the artistic field.
By strengthening the professional relationship between artists, professionals, initiatives and institutions, 
The Artist and The Others enhances artistic cooperation and connects different cities of the Euregio. 
The project is supported by the Municipality of Maastricht.

Ana Sous is an independent artist, curator and art historian. Through experimental art practices, she 
studies the interplay between art and the world. Working alone, and in collaboration with other artists, 
she has developed participatory installations, actively contributing towards community-building 
initiatives in Aachen since 2015. Through different cultural projects in the Euregio, Ana aims at building 
a strong, yet flexible, network of artists. 
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For private viewings   •   ronja@theartistandtheothers.nl
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